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Anthony Nicotera: you you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Hello.

Cathy Nicotera: you you

Jim Dever: Is my voice working?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Jim Dever: Okay. Thank you.

Cathy Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, it's 602. I think we'll go ahead and get started with our budget 
Workshop. And as others join, well, we'll have them join in. And hopefully we'll get we do have a 
few people on the YouTube links. Hopefully we'll get those those on and it seemed if more 
seemed to join us at more the regular board hour. We will just kind of do a quick recap at the 
board meeting. But I guess just to I'd like to welcome everybody here for our initial budget 
workshop. And basically We Are Tonight is I'll have Charlie Cowan present in a few minutes 
here, but this is just kind of a breakdown of our initial budget. Budget run. Yeah, I think this more 
or less is a rollover budget. I think he might have a couple increases that he has in there, but 
he'll explain that as he goes. and you know, we'll start to dissecting our budget through the next 
several weeks here before April 1st, when we do have to or the early part of April when we do 
have to adopt a budget, so we'll start having those discussions and I will also say an important 
part of this discussion will be in Charlie will be mentioning the the tax cap calculation and we'll 
also have discussions as we have all along here as we've talked some budget about the need 
for the district to protect potentially have to exceed the tax cap this year just based on our 
district needs and where where we need to go and and just the fact that you know to continue to 
run what we have to run. We either need to get to get more support from the from the state or 
try to get a little more from from the local share because Asia is Charlie explain in a few 
minutes. Our tax Capital limit is is quite low this year. So before I turn it over to Charlie, I just 
mentioned that the governor did address the the state today with the kind of his initial spend of 
the executive budget. He didn't really make it too specific. He did announce two plans a in a 
plan B and staying kind of true to form he has Pretty much stayed in line with you know, our 
budget will be dependent on what kind of Aid we get from the federal government? And so in his 
proposal there's one projection that we might get 1.7% of the cares act money or federal monies 
that's coming from the federal government to the state our state makes up 5.9% of the United 
States population. So that's kind of a a low figure in his eyes and then I certainly all of our eyes I 
think if you're looking at a per capita instance and so so play an A would basically, you know, it 
might mitigate a little bit of the budget Gap in the state, but other things that would have to 
happen is basically he would have to look to close our Gap by cutting



Cathy Nicotera: there's

RONALD J WHEELOCK: perhaps raising taxes borrowing money and looking to cut 1.5 billion

Cathy Nicotera: the other

RONALD J WHEELOCK: dollars out of the education budget. That would be plan a plan B is if 
we were to get 4.3% of federal AIDs that would change our picture a little bit and just some 
highlights on that. the you know, and that type of plan the state would be able to honor its labor 
contract increase restore money that has already been withheld from schools and also look to 
fund an 800 million dollar increase to the to the education budget, which is probably 
somewheres in the neighborhood where usually starts out maybe slightly higher in some cases 
with the education budget on a typical year. So so a lot is lot depends what the state's going to 
do a lot depends on what the federal government how they come in and you know, what kind of 
impact that support has on New York state will be determined how that impacts us as a school 
district. So with that said, I will turn the program over to Charlie Cowan our business 
administrator to And to roll out the initial budget Here Charlie.

Cathy Nicotera: you

Charles Cowen: There we go. Me a second on you. I had something ready to go. So, let me call 
up the presentation. I believe the board. Has received the presentation last week

RONALD J WHEELOCK: That's correct.

Cathy Nicotera: Yeah.

Charles Cowen: Okay. So what I'm showing the board has a hard copy in front of them. It's also 
available. Go ahead run.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: You about no go. I think you were just gonna say it. So go ahead 
online.

Charles Cowen: Yep. Yeah, it's also available at the Sequoia Valley School District website. So 
if you went to homepage, you would see it right under the link to the board meeting for this 
evening. So if you want a hard copy list afterwards, you can certainly go through our web page 
and get that. As Ron said it'll be a pretty high level overview tonight. It'll kind of be an 
introduction to Overall budget if we were to roll over our programs basically from the 2021 year 
that we're in right now to 2122 on the expenditure side. I'll say that I followed the process that I 
have historically done as far as looking at the expenditures and I feel fairly confident that I got 
the numbers in there that need to be to support a rollover budget with a caveat that I And here a 
few months and if there's something that comes up as a surprise, it will certainly be 
communicated as we roll forward with these meetings, but I feel pretty good about the 
expenditures at least as far as having everything in there. Not necessarily saying I feel really 
good about where this budget is looking as a starting point. But just to start off tonight, we're 
going to look at that overall initial budget run. And then what we will do over the next few 
months in several board meetings. Basically go through the different parts of the expenditure 
budget starting with the salaries benefits and Debt Service. Next meeting the 23rd of February 
is a pretty big meeting tonight. We were kind of hoping or I was hoping that the governor with 
his budget presentation today would have released some state aid figures to school districts. 
That's kind of typically what happens. It usually happens late in the day after he has made his 



presentation, but as Ron said, I'm not sure that that's going to happen. I don't know that it is or 
isn't for sure but kind of made the presentations with two scenarios one if the federal 
government comes through with that 1.7% in relief or Aid to State and local governments that 
would in his eyes translate to about six billion dollars and I watched the presentation a day and I 
believe his words were if that's what happens. It's basically the government telling the federal 
government telling the state of New York to drop dead and those were his words. um He was 
certainly campaigning for that 4.3% And that would be 15 billion dollars and these percentages 
are of the 1.9 trillion dollar cares package. I believe that President elect soon to be President. 
Biden has in has proposed and in that 1.9 trillion dollars. There's $350 billion dollars set aside or 
earmarked for Aid to State and local governments. That's where of that $350 billion dollars 4.3% 
would be that 15 billion to New York State. And again because he's kind of set it up that 
depending on where the federal government comes in from New York state will determine what 
we need to do at the state level to make our budget work to make the state budget work. I'm 
kind of skeptical that we will see any Aid runs from the executive budget. I'm hoping that I'm 
wrong on that but maybe we'll see two scenarios one at the low end which would be 
devastating. I'm sure and maybe another if we were to get that 15 billion or more than that 
number in in addition aid from the federal government. So we will see what happens there. In 
the end what he did say was April 1st is our budget deadline. That's the Guide that's the end 
line that he's hoping to be able to have an adopted budget for New York state for 2122. So as I 
said, we may not know an awful lot on February 23rd when the last item there is discussion of 
the executive proposal there may not necessarily be one but I think as Ron introduced we will 
want the board the board. I think we'll want to have some significant discussion fairly early on 
and that would be the date that I would have in mind to determine whether or not we would want 
to exceed the tax cap proposal to to the community. And I'll go into the tax cap a little bit in a 
few minutes here. From there. There's some highlighted dates where there's some information 
that has to be made available submitted to the state or submitted to newspapers Etc. But again, 
it's kind of just going through the different parts of the budget and this is certainly subject to the 
desires of the board if there's Items that they would rather discuss as opposed to Athletics co-
curricular in a BOCES Budget on March 9th. We can we can move to whatever Direction the 
board would like to discuss but this is kind of an outline of where we what we would go through 
to get to an end line of May 18th to have a budget boat. So as I said at a very high level just 
taking the budget and breaking it down into these eight categories. The budget for this year is 
24 million four hundred and one thousand dollars rolling that over to next year. The starting 
number that I have is 24 million seven hundred and twelve thousand dollars that budget is only 
up 1.27% what I did going through each of these, you know, I went through our employees. I 
went through our BOCES budget our benefits the the larger pieces here the debt and I know 
Based upon the people that we have right now the benefit packages that we have the services 
that we have from BOCES and the debt that we have that these numbers do support what we 
have and there's a little bit of room in there not an awful lot. We'll discuss each of these items in 
more detail at the upcoming meetings, but just for instance the BOCES number, you know is 
actually down or basically flat and that's just talking with our CSE chairperson Tracy Pacini and 
where we are at with special education counts right now and planning some of that for next 
year. We can kind of stay flat. Those numbers are subject to change as we know with any of our 
programs, they can fluctuate. But in addition we don't get the initial budgeted numbers from 
BOCES until mid February. So those are based on projection services that we have now 
projected services that we would need next year. There is an inflationary increase in there, but 
then they will be adjusted to the actual numbers when we get the budget when we get the 
BOCES commitment forms in my office in mid-February. So overall, you know the budget really 
isn't up to much 1.27% and you can see the large pieces of that 35 almost 36% of that is in 
salaries another 23% almost an employee benefits 18% in BOCES and 14% in debt service. So 
just our people take up about 57% 58% of the the total budget that we build from year to year. 



So that's obviously the place that we focus and if there's any significant savings that need to be 
Redeemed in a school year that's where it's going to have where where it's going to happen is 
probably in the people. The BOCES services are kind of gone through them each year. We 
know it's in there. we a lot of it is services that are necessary or it's part of a the administrative 
budget and or the pocket budget or the CTE budget, which is adjusted each year based on a 
three year average of enrollment. So it's not something that if we decide we don't want to censor 
send kids to a CTE program or reduce the number of kids that we send but that's going to 
impact the BOCES budget very significantly in in one in the coming year. But this is kind of just 
a quick look at that budget. As I said, I feel pretty confident going through many of these larger 
items especially that we certainly have the dollars in this budget to support the program that we 
currently have. Any questions on this slide or on the expenditure budget at this point in time?

Jim Dever: Yeah, Charlie the The Debt Service is

Charles Cowen: but

Jim Dever: that totally interest on money we owe or is it more than that? You know what I 
mean?

Charles Cowen: yeah, it's interesting principle, you know, the 19 million dollar three phases of 
projects that were completed and I'll get into the details, but I think it's a little bit more one million 
135 I think is the principal payment and then another seven or eight hundred thousand is the 
interest payment on that project. But you know, yes, that's what it is. It's capital projects as well 
as our bus purchases.

Jim Dever: Thank you.

Charles Cowen: Thanks. Thank you. Any other questions? all right, and I'll move on to The 
piece that I'm a little less confident in the numbers that make up the revenues to support that 
expenditure budget and there are an awful lot of them, you know, there are two two major ones 
really the money that we received from the state 14 and a half million dollars is what we have 
budgeted anyway, and our tax levy eight and a half million dollar eight eight million dollars this 
year and I'll talk about the eight million six sixty seven. That's kind of just the plug number to 
balance the budget at this point in time. But first the the state aid number and I will review these 
a little bit more of the next couple of slides. You can see that the 14 million 542 is the exact 
same amount that is budgeted for this year with what's going on economically across the state 
across the country. It's I'm hesitant to increase that very much if it not at all at this point in time, 
but a lot will depend on the federal assistance to the state and that number will change hopefully 
if it's On the higher end of what the governor's proposes are hoping for asking for then that 
would go up if it's on the lower end that six billion dollar number then a 14 million five may be 
very possibly go down which makes it even a more difficult to balance the budget the other 
revenues, you know, there's a refund from BOCES. There's some Billings for foster students in 
the district some rent from different organizations that rent classrooms from us BOCES UCP Etc 
interests, some things like that and we'll go over each of those things when we look at the 
revenues a little more closely, but that's a number that again I bleached the flat from this year. 
Which brings us to the last two numbers? In the 2021 budget is that was being adopted. I know 
that it things were very tight. And the decision was made to utilize not only the 727,000 dollars 
of to appropriate 720,000 dollars of fund balance. But to also utilize the $300,000 in the 
retirement system contribution Reserve into the ERS Reserve that we have. So that's money 
that was in the bank a reserve that was set up two or three years ago and just to make things 
work for the 2021 school year. The decision was made to utilize that So this year and we've 



talked about this in some of the earlier meetings. We've looked at some one-time Revenue 
sources or shots in the end that we've yet we've used and that's really not available. So we're 
back to rolling out that 300,000 dollars and utilizing appropriating 727,000 dollars of fund 
balance. With that in mind those brief explanations of the first three numbers to get to that 24 
million seven hundred and twelve thousand dollar expenditure budget plugging that the tax levy 
would need to be eight million six hundred and sixty seven thousand dollars and you can see 
that that increase would be 7.58% on the tax levy from this year. Again, this is the initial 
proposal the hard work that the board will be doing over the next few months will be tearing this 
budget apart. Hoping for some good news on the revenue side from the state protecting in 
particular looking at what we need to do on the expenditure side and getting this 7.58% 
numbered down to what the board feels is agreeable number to present to the public for their 
approval in May. Any questions on the revenue side at this point in time?

NYSPHSAA: Charlie this is Todd.

Charles Cowen: Okay. Yes.

NYSPHSAA: Are you are you gonna talk about you know what the tax increase could be, you 
know based on our budget because that's included in the 7.58% correct?

Charles Cowen: Yes, that's that would to If This Were the final budget if we needed a 24 million 
seven hundred and twelve thousand dollar budget and these first three numbers were solid. 
Let's say 727 is 775 pretty much is if this state aid number is good. Then we would still need 
seven and a half seven point five eight percent in taxes to balance the budget.

NYSPHSAA: And and what I didn't really have to question. Well, what is our tax limit the

Charles Cowen: Yep.

NYSPHSAA: limit?

Charles Cowen: that I will do that with in a minute

NYSPHSAA: Oh.

Charles Cowen: here. But yes, you're exactly right. That's a concern Any other questions on this 
slide before I get into a couple of the other? items Okay, so the next few slides that I'm really 
going to kind of look at. How some of these numbers are determined and the first one is that 
state aid as I said the 14 million 542 at the bottom that is the amount that we budgeted for this 
year 2021 fiscal year and what we are and this happens every year, you know, we budget in the 
board adopts a budget in April. The final numbers of what are eight are going to be or not 
determined until really December of that coming year. So you hope that you're pretty close to on 
the mark and initially we were pretty close. We were 14 million four hundred and sixty eight is 
really what we expect to get in state aid for this year about 74,000 dollars under that that a 
number that we have budgeted. I can sort I can live with that is what I'll say, you know in some 
cases there's a couple of items that you'll see where the aid is lower than what was in the 
budget one being Transportation Aid Transportation. Aid is a fact is is a determined by the 
amount that you spend. I spend the money you receive eight on that money. We know that in 
the 1920 school year when operations change significantly for school districts in March 
Transportation cost declined. So it's understandable that a number is less than what was in the 
adopted or proposed budget. Another one is BOCES Aid BOCES. The aid is services. That 



number being lower is usually offset by an increase in the BOCES refund that we receive 
because boats these has to reconcile. These are what our real costs were and then send any 
extra funds back to the school district. So those two are expended your driven aides 
transportation is understandable and explainable in the BOCES. We can see an increase in our 
refund from Boces in this fiscal year to kind of offset that decrease decline from the adopted 
budgeted number. So 14 million 468 if that were all state aid. I feel pretty good about 21 22 at 
this point in time. But unfortunately, you know, one other thing that happened as the covid crisis 
had hit New York state in the rest of the country in the world.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Charles Cowen: Is a hundred and eighty five thousand dollars of federal money was sent to 
New York state for Sequoia Valley School District 1.3 billion. I think was the total number for all 
school districts across New York State our share of that was 185,000 dollars. So the governor 
Took 185,000 dollars out of our AIDS and he called that a pandemic adjustment here. He 
reduced our age by that 185,000 dollars and the federal government backed filled that so in this 
year, we are really getting 14 million 282 from the state government. If we are able to continue. 
In Governor seemed somewhat optimistic. I thought today, you know, if we do get the higher 
number then he sees us being able to Restore the AIDS that we had to adjust out in 2020 21. 
As well as pay us 180,000 dollars that we had talked about the 20% deduct that happened to us 
in Prior years and then give the 800 million dollars that Ron had mentioned as well going in as a 
starting point for 2122. So we will see where things come out. But right now, you know, the 
states funding us 14 million two hundred and eighty two thousand dollars three hundred 
thousand dollars just to support from that number would be a pretty significant week. So we will 
really watch closely to see what happens from the federal government. Any questions on the 
state information here? I don't.

Cathy Nicotera: Charlie Tony, I'm sorry. We haven't seen the stimulus money from a month ago.

Charles Cowen: know the the most recent package where the individuals got the $600

Cathy Nicotera: Yes in December.

Charles Cowen: and they're In correct? No, we have not. I don't know if they but

Cathy Nicotera: It's is are we anticipating that? Is that going directly to schools?

Charles Cowen: I don't think so. Personally. I think that Ron you did see something you sent out 
and I think it came from rural schools and there was about a four billion dollar number in there, 
but I think I'm not sure if that's kind of on the back burner now and it's where's the gut? Where's 
the where does President Biden's plan? Take us?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: what one piece of that I think is And that that money May at least 
mitigate any further Cuts this year or extend it out that they're not going to in other words, they'll 
continue making payments as we get deeper into the school year the state'll see where they are 
to see whether or not they enact 20% at some point later in the school. You have a right now. I 
think that's just kind of holdover money to more or less. Just continue to let our Aid flow minus 
the money. They didn't let flow last July that 180,000 at Charlie talked about the at the end of 
last school year.

NYSPHSAA: Iran and Charlie, this is Todd in some of what you quoted in the beginning in the 



meeting. Ron came from ramahica because he had a separate press conference after he's the 
budget director for New York State and my understanding from his comments are that money 
that was in the last stimulus package was going to be used so that at the end of the year 
schools wouldn't be facing a 20% cut. They would only be facing a 5% cut.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: And and that's what he's using that money for so there still is a chance

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: that at the end of the year. We're going to have a 5% cut in our state aid, but 
hopefully that is mitigated taking 20% off of this year's budget. That's what I understood from 
Robin.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

NYSPHSAA: Hica.

Charles Cowen: Okay. Thank you. Any other questions on this slide? So the next slide takes a 
look at the last three years or the last two years and then next year's projected tax cap 
calculation. And you can see that it was almost 3% in 1920 and 1.63% this year and is 0.32% in 
2021. And that's really a function of one of the items that has to be added

Cathy Nicotera: you

Charles Cowen: and subtracted is the capital exclusion each year. So whatever we add for the 
capital exclusion last year comes as a deduction the following year and then we add in what the 
projected exclusion will be the next year and that basically is our debt service or capital projects 
and bus purchases minus the state aid on them. So that's the local share of those types of 
things that can be included in your Capital exclusion and it took a few years for the projects to 
Get completed and get the state aid rolling where it's going to roll. So I think that after this year 
300,000 dollars and more stable number but unfortunately getting there means, you know, this 
this year where we see a reduction in what our local Capital exclusion is. Thus the reduction in 
what our Levy can be for 2122 and that knocks down to just that 0.32% increase so the but the 
Allowable Levy for 2122 would only raise an additional $25,000 of revenue for the budget and 
you'll recall that we were looking at about $600,000 is needed with all other numbers remaining 
where they were proposed for state aid use of fund balance and other revenues. So that's kind 
of where the Gap is the 25 and the 610,000 dollars is what the Gap is. I'll quickly Jump Ahead 
two slides to show you that. Again, this is kind of a summary that as the board goes through 
discussions on the budget will be populated each of these rows. But here's where we start we 
start with a 24.7 million dollar expenditure budget. These are the revenues to get to that number 
that would require 610,000 dollars of increased to the tax. Levy. We can only go to eight million. 
Oh 82 based on the tax debt calculation. So if we were going to stay within the tax cap, we 
would need to find 585,000 dollars either increased revenues or decreased expenditures as we 
go through this budget process. So a fairly significant amount a lot having to do and maybe 
even more dire than that number looks depending on what happens from the federal and to the 
state level. We recognize 7.58% is not a number that would be amenable to the public. Most 
likely. But the same time.

Cathy Nicotera: you



Charles Cowen: When we look at 0.32% that's an extremely low number, you know, put that 
into dollar numbers. If we were to go at 2% that would raise approximately another $136,000 of 
Revenue above that $25,000. So to pierce the tax cap these numbers staying where they're at. 
Would mean just having a tax levy greater than 0.32% I think that kind of brings the Forefront 
another reason why exceeding the tax cap might be necessary in the 2122 fiscal year. Of 
course exceeding the tax cap. I know you the board is aware. But for others that are out there 
would mean that the community as a whole of all the people that vote 60% would need to 
approve the budget rather than that 50% plus one. One individual so that's the challenge that 
would be in place to try to exceed the tax debt to get 60% support from the voters that would 
vote.

Cathy Nicotera: you

Jim Dever: in Charlie

Charles Cowen: Yes.

Jim Dever: question if the taxpayers if we do the super majority vote. is it true that they the 
taxpayers lose their incentive or whatever that you know check is that comes from the state?

Charles Cowen: Right. Well that There's no longer available that as Star Savings are in and 
start rebate.

Jim Dever: you

Charles Cowen: I don't remember what it was called exactly Jim but That Sunset last year so for 
the 21

Jim Dever: also that

Charles Cowen: So for the 21 Point, yeah, there

Jim Dever: okay.

Charles Cowen: would be no Financial loss to them as

Jim Dever: No more.

Charles Cowen: far as a check coming from from the

Jim Dever: Okay.

Charles Cowen: state at this point in time.

Jim Dever: Good.

Charles Cowen: Yeah. Any other questions or comments on the tax cut calculation? Well, the 
only other one and then I'll go to that last slide again quickly would be you know, I proposed 
727,000 dollars of fund balance in the earlier meetings. But we've had to start talking about the 
budget in October, November and December. We took a look at where we are with fun balance. 



We are at you know at the end of last year, June 30th. 2020 we had one million four hundred 
and thirty five thousand dollars in all of our in the bank. Let's say, you know, which included 
reserves the incumbences and money that's going to be spent are two reserves are really 
unemployment next to nothing there in the 300,000 dollars in the retirement reserve and then 
these other two numbers are designated and designated fund balance is really that money in 
the bank. But we've said we're going to use these two there's the million. Oh 27 we're going to 
use those two to balance the budget for this year.

Cathy Nicotera: you

Charles Cowen: Now mind you and I know this has been. A point that board members have 
made where we really at for the 2021 school year that we are in are we going to use that 
300,000 are we going to use that 727,000 dollars and I will be able to just discuss that more. 
Thoroughly at the next meeting I've started to look at what's going on operationally for this 
school year 2021. As expected, you know, there are some things that have not occurred 
because of the format of the school. With the remote learning Etc and some of the programs 
that we have not run. We are down in a number on a number of expenses. But I'd really like to 
analyze that a little more deeply and go into that a little more in more detail with the board at the 
next meeting at this point. I will say that we are certainly not going to use a million dollars of that 
1.4 million dollars and and anytime that we appropriate fund balance, at least this has been my 
practice and I think practice of the majority of business administrators around New York State 
though. We appropriate it. We hope that we don't have to use it and we kind of build in a little bit 
of room in different parts of the budget. Maybe we underestimate a revenue line item Etc. So 
that when you get to the end of the year you appropriate it so that if things do go Haywire, you 
got it in there and you're able to absorb that within your budget you don't have to exceed the 
budget which is technically illegal in New York state but if things kind of play out the way you 
built the budget that money doesn't need to be tapped into it certainly not to the extent of close 
to a million dollars or even $700,000 in a school district with you know, a little over a 20 million 
dollar budget. So that's kind of how things are built. I think that we're doing okay for this year, 
but okay to me might mean something different to each of the board members need to 
personally in the community. So we will discuss that more detail at the next board meeting. Any 
questions or comments on this slide? All good. then again just looking at this, you know, this is 
kind of the road map as we've started this budget of where we start will be up here and with 
each meeting and with each item that we agree upon making an adjustment or whether it be 
okay the real budget from BOCES came in.

Cathy Nicotera: you

Charles Cowen: A commitment form has come in and some of the per unit cost or higher or 
lower will make those adjustments and we'll put them in here so that the board can see why 
things go up or down. one retirement from our custodial staff that happened on December 31st. 
That was not built into this because we hadn't hired another person. So one thing that will show 
up here is the retirement of that custodial individual and then the replacement will be you know, 
some savings because she was a 20 plus year employee and you'll start you'll see those things 
as we go through this and hopefully be able to follow and get questions as we're going along 
certainly feel free to ask them but one of the Discussion items I think by the end of February or 
their second meeting on February 23rd. I think it was would be to say what can our tax levy 
increase be can it be $25,000 then somehow we've got to make all of these adjustments. Equal 
$585,000. if we can go to 2% and we can knock another $130 and we've got to still find 
$450,000 of Adjustments throughout the budget but you know those that that is a significant 
item for the board to discuss in a very important one because exceeding the tax Gap is 



something that has not happened in support to this point has happened rarely across New York 
state but unless there's growth in other areas of revenues. It's something that school districts 
are going to be faced with at some point down the road I think. On with that, I guess the 
questions comments or if anybody wants me to go back to any of the slides I can do that. At this 
point, I'll open it up to the board for their. questions and on or anybody else

Jim Dever: They have another question Charlie. do we it'll be at the next meeting where we'll try 
to zero in on how much money will be. left over beyond the fund, you know the appropriated 
fund balance amount to see if this year's budget can

Charles Cowen: Yeah.

Jim Dever: mitigate a little bit of what we need for next year type thing.

Charles Cowen: yeah, I'll at least present my First look at that and you know usually and 
actually from December 31st on it's kind of like with every payroll or every warrant at least every 
every month. I update that. And okay what what has happened? But yes, I can at the next 
meeting. I'll say this is what? from what I can see I think is going to happen at the end of this 
year and I'll be conservative so that I don't make promises where we think we're going to have 
money that we won't I also want to keep in mind.

Jim Dever: Yeah.

Charles Cowen: I talked with Ron about this in the past that being alter conservative might make 
me look good down the road, but it doesn't do what it needs to do for the kids, you know either 
so we got to it's got to be realistically conservative.

Jim Dever: Yeah. Now is it? Is it wild is it a wild assumption to say that from the slide before that 
the 1435?

Charles Cowen: Which the slide?

Jim Dever: Kind of shows like six or seven hundred thousand dollars. Extra that. We 
theoretically would bring into the following year or is this far too premature to think that way

Charles Cowen: Two premature, you know, you're looking at the slide that I've got up on the 
screen one million four hundred and thirty five thousand gym.

Jim Dever: yeah, it looks like that's so far over the fund balance amount. Is that sort of?

Cathy Nicotera: you

Jim Dever: It looks like we're doing great.

Charles Cowen: Well, I wouldn't say we're doing

Jim Dever: kind

Charles Cowen: great because I kind of look at the history of fun balance. You know, we were at 
one point seven million at the end of 17 one to one point nine and this is the number what 
happened in 2018 19. We lost 361,000 dollars in 2019 20 we lost 115,000 dollars. Now 



remember in 1920. We had appropriated 727,000 dollars our budget was built to say we'll take 
727,000 dollars out of fund balance. Again, keep in mind when budgets are built. business 
administrators and administration and school districts doesn't in my opinion ever plan to really 
use all of that money and you might use some of it. But ideally you will kind of be able to backfill 
it with Savings in the expenditure side or additional revenues. So, you know, I wouldn't say 
we're doing great. We're not doing great because we lost money less two years ago. We lost 
money last year and just to get even this year. We got to kind of make up that million dollars that 
we appropriated or said we were going to take out of the bank to balance the budget for 2021. 
So we're at one million four thirty five as this year started next meeting. I'll kind of go over where 
I think we are revenue and expenditure wise. the million one 435 may be down a hundred 
thousand up a hundred thousand something like that, you know, but it's not and if it's going 
down to still bad, I mean we you can't continue to lose a hundred dollars even a hundred 
thousand dollars. from year to year, so

Jim Dever: you

Charles Cowen: Any other comments or questions?

Cathy Nicotera: Charlie Tony

Charles Cowen: Yes, sir.

Cathy Nicotera: because the the allowable increases 0.32 and it's so low. If if the board decided 
that we wanted to go out at a at a higher rate there had been a lot of talk at several of our other 
meetings and if both these meetings about that text cap, maybe being abolished or at least put 
on hold for a year or two to allow districts to make up that money because that allowable is so 
low if we got any indication since that run.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: now

Charles Cowen: And leave that run away.

Cathy Nicotera: Now, huh? I mean, it's such a low ludicrous

RONALD J WHEELOCK: that's

Cathy Nicotera: figure that it just it binds everybody.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: in

Charles Cowen: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: hit some of those numbers in years prior to this, you know throughout 
the state. I don't know at what frequency and I don't know if this year the frequency is going to 
be a higher number of districts kind of falling in with a low less than 1% tax levy increase based 
on the calculation. But this has been a baby of the governors since it's Inception has been pretty 
steadfast about there's it's non-negotiable. But you know, we are in different times as well. So 
you bring up a good point. We appreciate the advocacy for people to at least look at it. The 
intention of the tax cap, I think is is well intended. and I don't think too many people would 
dispute it, you know to have something in place to try to mitigate, you know, how much you 
know taxes might go up but it doesn't necessarily take in all factors such as this pandemic such 



as individual school districts that are you know, we're all in different Financial positions and and 
this certainly demonstrates how in hamstrings our ability to absent of money from the state of 
how we can go out in generate our own money and I'll just add I mean we're looking to maintain 
what we have certainly our goal every year is to try to enhance what we have but to do it with 
the financial prudence and certainly make sure you know, we can afford what it is. We're trying 
to enhance But ultimately we need to our goal is to support the needs of our children. Whatever 
that takes and I look at this going forward next year. The needs of our children's have changed 
this year well, and it's been coming. But but certainly the social emotional learning needs of our 
students is is certainly I think very critical something we need to keep our keep our eye on and 
something we need to plan for. to be able to to assist our students this this pandemic is certainly 
in impacted all of us in different ways and You know, we that's not something that we can just 
say. Okay, we're back in school or things are somewhat back to normal. We don't know what 
the new normal is going to look like. We also don't know what the new normal is going to cost. 
What we what we have perhaps saved in some programs that we haven't run this year. Is also 
been absorbed by some of the costs. We didn't expect to pay we didn't build it into our budget 
for all this personal protective equipment for some of the things to support our our motive 
instruction this year whether it's in person for K4 our hybrid for five to 12 those have incurred 
some costs that we otherwise didn't necessarily plan for and so some of that is unknown going 
forward to next year. So we still have a little bit of that, you know how to plan for for next year. 
So those are some of the things that certainly were, you know, trying to balance with any budget 
every year but you know optimistically we look to hopefully maintain what we have but our 
wishes have always used is to to further enhance ourselves here to continue to to grow this 
equate Valley Community through through the education through the school district. And 
continue to provide ample opportunities for our kids to be successful. As they move on into their 
future, so that that's a that's a goal that we have every year and it's becomes more and more 
difficult each year when we are looking to to cut back on expenditures and we will look at those 
like we do every year but some you know, we might cut from one area but use that money just 
to be used someplace else where the need is greater. So we're not necessarily saving money. 
We're just reallocating it. So those are some of the things we're going to have to continue to 
juggle as we go forward in this process.

Cathy Nicotera: Anywhere that I had one more question. I know it at one of our last our last 
meeting or two. We talked about inquiring about rental space. If BOCES or other programs were 
interested have we had any any concern there or interest?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: We we will continue to work with BOCES. I know we're we're a pretty 
good partner with them based on our location. We currently have two classrooms in each of our 
buildings being rented by BOCES We have three classrooms rented by United UCP. In our 
elementary school and one classroom rented by the Head Start program. So as those is we 
have space that we can perhaps add more and if BOCES still is looking for space which 
oftentimes they are. We will certainly try to to invite that here to at least give us another source 
of you know, not a lot but it is some income that otherwise the space is not being used for.

Cathy Nicotera: I totally agree.

Jim Dever: one more question Ron is there a way of kind of like maybe collecting information on 
the state of the Economy in our district more or less, you know, like how many people are 
unemployment? you know that kind of stuff to give us a sense of what the resources really are, 
you know so that we I don't know what state Ed has record-wise, you know, or what agencies 
know what you know. It might help us to. kind of move forward with more information rather than 
you know Rather than guessing you know. I don't know if that's realistic or not.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: so getting getting a sense of like where the unemployment rate might 
be for the

Jim Dever: Yeah, you know, is there a way of

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Val

Jim Dever: kind of other is there any data out there that would help us to know just how 
seriously our own Community has been affected financially by the things that have been going 
on. Maybe there isn't I'm just just wondering, you know.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: okay, we can we can look into that Jim.

Jim Dever: I don't I don't know. I don't know but

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Gotta get a state of support Valley. Yeah.

Jim Dever: I have no idea. I'm just kind of doing what Tony does sometimes which is you know 
he sits next to his neighbor and he knows his situation, you know, and and It's just hard to. 
Yeah.

Cathy Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: right

Charles Cowen: and I could just Stuff. I want to just share that text cap slide once more because 
I don't. Share your screen here. and again There we go. I think I think one of the comments 
Tony made I want to be clear that you know, this 0.32 is is specific to Sequoia. Valley School 
District, you know there are factors that the increase the 2% tax cap that we hear about. Is kind 
of a cap number on what this allowable Levy growth factor can. Be so across the state. If 
inflation the index that they use if it's gone up 2% or more than that will be kept at 2% So for the 
2020 calendar year the index that they use that inflation went up 1.23% So that's what it is for 
everybody in New York state. You can increase your this formula will use a 1.23% factor to 
increase your tax levy there's another piece that is based upon infrastructure growth within a 
school district. So new new housing new businesses that are being built not just reassessment, 
but true. A broken brick and mortar costs that are being added to the assessment roles if you if 
you have that, you know a huge. microchip plant moves into the community and you're 
assessments go up because of new construction by 10 million dollars, then they would let you 
increase your tax levy to account for that because that would kind of equalize or level out that 
increase because of the increase to the assessment role, but you know, the that's specific to 
each School District, but what really comes down to is In our case. It's a decrease in the The 
capital exclusion our debt service minus our state aid for 21.22 right now is projected to be 
304,000 dollars. For this year that we're in right now when the tax cap is being put together a 
year ago. It was $404,000. So there's a hundred thousand dollars that gets knocked out 
because of that change and that's why when we talk about Capital project planning we try to 
look out far enough to save this is where we need to have another project to get debt on the 
role. So that the tax levy stays stable. We don't see a drop and then a jump the following year or 
two or three years later when new projects come on. A number of years after old projects have 
let have gone off the out of the budget. you know another piece of this that I don't like is a lot of 
times school districts will say so what can we do right now for 2122 we can buy another bus with 



cash we can do something like that some things that go outside of what are planning has been. 
To kind of keep stable budgets for the community, you know, we sometimes decisions are made 
irrationally in my opinion to kind of just say well to get this to 2% Let's just buy a hundred and 
thirty six thousand dollars a buses. It would do that but is that bus are those bus purchases in 
our plan? And you know, really you want to stick with your long-range plan and not make that 
that's my biggest argument with the tax cap. Formula is that it sometimes causes people to do 
things that aren't part of a long range or even financially a sound plan. Honest opinion a lot of 
the components of the tax calculation make a lot of sense. If you look at them just from a 
numbers perspective and that you know saying oh 0.32% is not sufficient to help us out. To 
break this all down a lot of the tax debt numbers make make a lot of sense at least to me. And 
I'll shut up now.

Cathy Nicotera: I'm not gonna let you shut up.

Jim Dever: it

Cathy Nicotera: I got one more question if you don't mind. Charlie can you review the history of

Charles Cowen: Okay, sir.

Cathy Nicotera: fun balance again? I think it's page seven according to our handout.

Charles Cowen: Yeah.

Cathy Nicotera: Just just simplify that one more time for me, please. And I apologize.

Charles Cowen: No problem. So each year, you know, we we build a budget and then the adopt 
the public adopts the budget usually in May. I think this year was in June. But turn the calendar 
to July one and that's when the race starts and okay your money in your revenues minus your 
expenditures your money out is where you end up for that year and when that number's positive 
you're you can put a little more money in the bank when it's negative. You're taking money out 
of the bank. So The problem being because we're so limited in what growth we can have and on 
the revenue side. And in reality. Most of our expenditures are mandated or fixed you get to a 
point where you have a 360,000 dollar loss. You can't just budget your way out of it by 
increasing revenues. You can hope that some of the maybe unusual expenses and influx of 
some high cost items start to stabilize and go the other way. That's how 361 becomes 115 and 
hopefully in 21.2021 as a zero or a positive number, but the problem also being when we start 
to say we're going to appropriate over a million dollars you've got A you know, your revenues 
are that much more difficult to to get to the number you need to to balance your budget. So I will 
say you know this chart I have from 2012 I think. And we were at 768 we were on a good. We 
were on a good trend. But we've kind of leveled out and gone in the wrong direction. The idea is 
now we've got to get that back to being flat and then maybe growing a little bit near the year. 
What questions he had Tony from that

Jim Dever: it

Charles Cowen: that I apologize for.

Cathy Nicotera: No, no, you're good. I guess I misunderstood something. You said earlier. I I'm 
good.



Jim Dever: Is there an optimal amount of debt to be carrying at any given time I know the state 
structures things in a way that? Keeps everybody in debt. It seems to me you know and yet. 
Instinctively. It seems to me it's more economical to not have to pay as much interest, you know.

Charles Cowen: well, I I would agree with that completely Jim prior to the tax cap formula, but 
once that came into play and they said you know. You you said a budget in 2012 and you had 
some local share. And we're always going to have to have capital projects and state aid being a 
large piece of how our projects are funded. We're going to be borrowing them. You know, we're 
not the district that can say write a check for 10 million dollars and we'll replenish that a year 
from now or two years from now, so we will always have that. I think the text get formula has 
kind of set with that optimal amount is is kind of where we're at, you know, try to keep your local 
share at 300,000 dollars or It's here. 304,000 dollars are close to that year over year so that 
your Capital projects aren't what impact the school district don't let that go to zero and then 
three years from now need three hundred thousand dollars again. As you'll have to increase 
your tax levy by that $300,000 to do that.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, any other questions because we are near the end of the budget 
Workshop portion of the meeting our regular board meeting will be starting actually. Right now 
it's it's it's seven o'clock. So what I'll do is Don if you want to call the meeting to order we can 
certainly come back and revisit this discussion or anything with the budget in the regular board 
meeting. But so at that time if you have questions, we can certainly bring them bring them in 
those of you in the public if you have questions or if you're just joining us, I will do a short recap 
of the meeting during my superintendent's report of the budget workshop. And certainly if you 
have any questions to to ask there will be public to herd public to be heard session later in the 
Later in the meeting, but I don't mind taking I think budget questions at the superintendent's 
report Fortuna this meeting so don. I'll turn it over to you.

Dawn Miller: Thanks, Ron. Thank you Charlie. Okay. I'd like to call them meeting to order at 
seven o'clock. If everyone could please arise and join me for the Pledge of Allegiance.

Cathy Nicotera: I pledge allegiance to the flag.

Dawn Miller: to the flag of the United States

Cathy Nicotera: Of the United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands.

Dawn Miller: and to the Republic for which it stands one

Cathy Nicotera: one nation under God

Michele L Brennan: it

Dawn Miller: indivisible with liberty and justice

Cathy Nicotera: liberty and justice for all

Dawn Miller: for okay. We don't have any presentation scheduled for tonight.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: That's correct.

Dawn Miller: Okay, I'll go on for public to be heard. And we will also revisit that at the end and I 



know Ron did mention if anyone had any questions regarding the budget that you know, he you 
could ask during your portion run. Okay, I'll just give everyone a minute. There's any public to be 
heard any questions or any comments.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay now I think we're all set this

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: time.

Dawn Miller: All right. We'll move on then for students to be heard.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Just checking the chat.

Dawn Miller: No, okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Hold on. Hey not at this moment.

Dawn Miller: Okay next then. We'll move on for a board of education subcommittee reports.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: No records.

Dawn Miller: Okay next we'll move on to superintendent's report.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, just two things here one will be the recap of the budget but 
there will be a legislative Zoom forum for the school boards Institute. And this will be actually be 
on multiple days. There'll be January 27th. They'll be our state senators in the zoom meeting 
and on January 20. Yeah, January 27th will be the state senators, January 28th will be the 
assembly. Representatives to the state. Both meetings will start at six o'clock and you should 
already have the at least the school boards Institute legislative position paper that they've put 
out beforehand, but if you want to join those again, it's six o'clock on January 27th in January 
28th. If you need a link to that meeting it should have been out but you can inquire with Marie 
we can get it back out to you as as needed. All right, then just the next thing for those of you 
that joined the meeting at seven o'clock. We did have a budget workshop at six pm, which we 
will have every board meeting leading up to the adoption of our budget. So right up till early part 
of April or into April. We will plan on having a budget Workshop unless we announce otherwise 
these meetings are used to discuss the budget for the 2021 22 school year. The budget that 
was introduced tonight is our initial budget. Basically, it's a rollover budget with some minor 
increases. But basically if you look at this year's budget compared to the proposed budget right 
now for next year. It's a 1.27% increase within that is to basically to have our revenues match 
our expenditures. It would require a tax levy increase of 7.58% Otherwise, we're looking at 
roughly just under 600,000 dollar budget Gap. So that's kind of what we would be looking at to 
mitigate as we go through this process, you know, not necessarily believing that that would all 
be absorbed through the local tax levy of to a tune of 7.5% But we also discussed the need to 
exceed the tax cap our current tax levy limit for this year. The way through the calculation is 0.3. 
Percent that number has dropped over the past couple of years. I want to say three years ago 
was two point or two years ago is 2.9% Last year was 1.63% this year. Our 2% limit is 0.32% 
that Garner's us roughly 25,000 dollars additional to the local share of of the tax levy. So at this 
time. What we'll end up doing is is going through our budget looking for areas to either where 
we can reallocate funds to support our needs here. Actually and actually looked in places where 
we can also cut funds to reduce our expenditures where it's prudent, but I'll tell you we don't 



have a lot of room and staff. We have very little room and staff. We've cut over the years our 
goal going into every year budget for the past five six years is to try to restore some of those 
areas where we have caught in the past. We have not been able to do that in these each year in 
these budgets. So we're been able to kind of maintain what we have post those cuts and 
certainly where we're we're an uncharted waters and and still an uncertain times. We don't 
know. What's What the what the landscape will look like post the pandemic how much is some 
of the costs that maybe we've incurred this year will have to continue to incur going forward. So 
those are some things where we looking at to mitigate our budget. So that kind of a is a short 
four to five minute summary of what occurred in the hour-long session that we had prior to this 
meeting and our budget Workshop Mr. Cowan also covered our fund balance kind of where 
that's looked over the last five to six years and and the need that you know in the past two years 
the district basically is kind of lost money doesn't mean we overspent our budget but what it 
does mean is we have not replaced some of our budget over the years of basically, we've spent 
very close to our budget Too Close where we don't necessarily have some additional funds that 
can go into our fund balance to provide some cushion as we navigate Waters going forward. So 
that's an area we'll continue to look at and monitor and try to at least get that back to zero 
preferably more on the positive side, but we do want to try to avoid I guess, you know losing 
some of that money from year to year because that can catch up to us and end up putting us in 
a find in the future. So anything else that anybody would like to add to that before we and 
certainly if people if you have questions in the chat room, please type those in the chat and we 
will get those answered.

Dawn Miller: So run just one quick question. Roughly. I know I should remember it by now, but 
sometimes I don't one percent increase in the tax cap or in the in in the in the percentage gives 
us how much money was it 1% is equivalent to what?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: approximately

Dawn Miller: a hundred

RONALD J WHEELOCK: sick 180,000 dollars

Dawn Miller: I'm sorry, you kind of cut out. It was what?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: $80,000

Dawn Miller: 80,000. Okay. Thought it was 1% I was I was thinking it was a hundred thousand 
but it's 80,000. Okay. Got it. All right. That's all I had to ask. Thank you. So 1% okay. All right.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: and if anybody has any budget related questions at this time, we'll 
certainly entertain them at this portion. Otherwise, we'll move on with the board meeting. If you 
have other questions non-budget related, we'll have another public to be heard session as we 
get to the latter part of the board agenda. So at this time I think I'll check to see if there are any 
questions in the chat. Derek if we can. survey that

NYSPHSAA: Run, this is Todd. If I could just make a statement. I would just like to say that I 
think sequoi Valley is very fortunate to have Charlie Cowan back in our district, especially going 
through this fiscal crisis. I think he's well respected and very sharp and it's going to be a difficult 
budget to try to put together, but I would hope that the community would know and hopefully 
everyone on this call. I'm sure they know that we're going to be much better off, you know, 
having Charlie help us guide us through that budget. So I'm very glad that he's back in the state.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'll call that sentiment as well and no pressure on you Charlie.

Dawn Miller: poor Charlie

Charles Cowen: I didn't hear a word. Could you repeat that please? I'm just kidding.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'll tell you. All right, Doug.

Dawn Miller: saw you all right round here. Are you okay to move on you want to wait another 
minute or any questions or anything?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I'll double check.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I I think we're okay. Go ahead.

Dawn Miller: Okay. All right. We don't have anything under old business.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: That's correct.

Dawn Miller: Okay new business. I'll read 9.1 to 9.7 as a consent agenda. If anyone has any 
questions or would like anything pulled for further discussion. Please let me know. 9.1 is 
appointment of intern 9.2 approval of the extracurricular activities corrective action plan. 9.3 is 
business administrators agreement. 9.4 is extra classroom activity report October through 
December 2020. A 9.5 is approval of minutes of the January 5th 2021 meeting 9.6 is resolution 
authorizing payment of bills approved by the claims auditor and 9.7 is committee and special 
education recommendations. Does anyone have any questions or would anyone like anything 
pulled for further discussion? Okay, then I will need a motion to approve 9.1 to 9.7. Hello, does 
that?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Jim you got Beaver

Cathy Nicotera: so move

Dawn Miller: Who is it? Tell you okay, Tony? I got it. I need a second, please.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Tony something

Christine Weber Mangini: I'll second it.

Dawn Miller: Christine thank you all in favor.

Cathy Nicotera: I

Dawn Miller: I

NYSPHSAA: I

Ronald Critelli: all



Dawn Miller: any opposed Okay. Thank you.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah passing seven zero.

Dawn Miller: Yes. Thanks, Ron. Okay next we'll move on to miscellaneous topics.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: big

Dawn Miller: quiet group today

Cathy Nicotera: Run, it's Tony.

Dawn Miller: Okay.

Cathy Nicotera: Are we doing with our plan for

Michele L Brennan: you

Cathy Nicotera: reopening?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: well, I checked the numbers again today the I know the numbers in 
the county are still trending down, which is is good news.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I know as far as people's concerns of getting vaccinations. They are I 
was looking today. I see they have things scheduled out mid-march starting in April and some 
you know, so that's all dependent on how quickly and how much you know, the the vaccine can 
be, you know in in New York state and certainly in our area. So, you know, we'll continue to 
monitor that to assist people to get that and you know, we'll continue to monitor, you know, 
Sequoia Valley in you see, you know, where we are with staff. I know we had some staffing that 
was going to be out this week, you know, which would have put us in a tough spot to be able to 
have you know, our adequate staff to be able to provide the supervision and that's certainly one 
of the major things we continue

Dawn Miller: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: to look at as we go forward, but I like the looks of the of the trending 
down. It's still a high number, you know, I looked I think yesterday there was a hundred and fifty 
some positive cases and there have been days when there was You know over 300 positive 
cases, however that 150 represents an 8.6% positivity rate for that day. So the the number of 
tests were down and therefore just by math. It's still an 8% So that was a little bit alarming but to 
see the rolling average of the seven-day and the 14-day start to dip into the to the mid-number 
7% range as far better than where it was in the low to mid 10% range a few weeks ago. So as I 
continue to be hopeful to to get us back here on February 1st. And I'll admit I've been hopeful 
that we can reopen right along here. And you know, the I think one of the most one of the most 
difficult things is is to you know, if we open can we stay open and that that's certainly is on the 
back of our minds and I know that's in the back of the minds of other, you know other districts as 
well as they as they continue to extend some of their closures and you know that you know, you 
you don't want to go back and forth. So the hope would be is we can get back here on February 



1st, and hopefully we can have a successful two weeks before the February break. If not if we 
have to go remote any portion of time during that. That that window of February first of February 
break, I would probably advise us to you know, go remote and stay there until the break and 
then come back hopefully all fresh. Everybody's you know, anybody that we had to lose to 
quarantine or isolation we can get back especially staffing-wise and and give it a go again after 
the break. So, you know, it's too early to say we're coming out of the woods. I like where the 
where the trend line is starting to go, but we can't we have to still You know, everybody still 
needs to do their part to continue to get that number to come down and that certainly has a 
direct impact on what we do as schools. And certainly what we do in society. So keep pushing 
forward keep believing that we can get through this and and hopefully get everybody through 
here safe because that's ultimately that's our number one priority.

Cathy Nicotera: Yeah, I know. We have our principles on and we maintaining decent 
attendance.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Cathy Nicotera: Okay.

MARK R PUTNAM: Yes, I think we were at 96 or 94% still we were still very high with remote. 
It's not as in person, but we still do have a high number.

Cathy Nicotera: Good to hear mark.

Michele L Brennan: In him being looked anymore into if

RONALD J WHEELOCK: You know.

Michele L Brennan: you do come back about testing.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes, oh for for covid testing now,

Michele L Brennan: Yeah.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: we're not mandated to test not being in a yellow zone. but again, 
those those metrics have have changed, you know, where we're not, you know, there's when 
we were upwards to 10% you know, certainly the area is wondering how are we not in orange or 
red so,

Michele L Brennan: right

RONALD J WHEELOCK: So, you know, I think they continue to watch the positivity rate. They 
continue to watch the hospitalization rates and You know, I know admittedly that the stated 
indicated initially the that 3% threshold number was artificially low. I don't know what they 
consider to be artificially high. But but right now, you know not being in a yellow zone. We're not 
required to to test.

Michele L Brennan: Thank you.

Jim Dever: One of the interesting things to see the big picture of what's happening is going to 
the State website. And looking at the hospitalization rates and on the right hand side. There's 



you can click on any one of the state regions that have been divided up and you see a quick 
graph that show Daily since Inception in March and it's remarkable to see the trend lines for 
that. And when you see it, one of the things that stands out is that The ones who were in crisis 
mode now are in most cases the upstate areas and the city areas the more urban areas except 
for Albany are the opposite, you know, they've been through a real steep mountain and are in a 
more normal phase, but we are without a doubt. Along with Finger Lakes and a couple others, 
you know, it's like reversed for us. The hospitalizations for us during I just looked at it during 
August September and October. I don't think they were above 10. and now they crested at three 
it was about I think it was. Three Thirty and now it's come down to two sixty about so it is 
definitely you know on the decline, you know, and it has been for almost a week now.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Jim Dever: but to think that for three months it was ten or less. And it's climbed to be where it is

Michele L Brennan: right

Jim Dever: And that's not just facts in Saint Luke's that's that's the small Valley region and 
whatever hospitals are in it. I don't know which ones very likely Ilion and who knows?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Now that's a good point Jim and certainly now as we we hopefully that 
we are in kind of that New Year's. Surge area or at least getting well into that surgery and 
hopefully starting to come out the other side of that. So, you know again, I'm hopeful, you know 
this week and going into next week will continue to we'll see that Trend and hopefully us 
heading in the right direction as an area and in again continued to to stay together and fight this 
together and and get everybody or as many people as possible out the other side of it is healthy 
as possible.

Michele L Brennan: Yeah.

Christine Weber Mangini: from

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yes.

Christine Weber Mangini: I was thinking about Jim's request regarding some information on the 
economic situation in this equate Valley and I'm thinking that perhaps the Oneida County 
Planning Department may have some of that information I've worked with those people there 
years ago. And and if they don't have the information they may be able to help you to find out 
where you can get that information. But I think that would be very beneficial as we look at 
preparing the budget.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay. Thank you.

Christine Weber Mangini: now

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay.

Dawn Miller: Any other miscellaneous topics questions comments? Okay, then we'll move on for 
public to be heard. And I'll pause here for a minute ROM. We'll check to see if we have any 
questions or comments.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: All right. It would pause a little bit. There's nothing at this time, but 
we'll we'll pause in case the question does come and give it like 30 seconds.

Dawn Miller: Sure.

Cathy Nicotera: you

Jim Dever: If anybody noticed that 15 pills was looking into land in the Sequoia Valley.

Cathy Nicotera: question

RONALD J WHEELOCK: excuse

Jim Dever: Jeff Bezos was looking into purchasing land in the Sequoia Valley.

Dawn Miller: No.

Jim Dever: now he's the guy who owned Amazon.

Cathy Nicotera: No.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Amazon yeah.

Dawn Miller: Oh.

Cathy Nicotera: My house is for sale. Tell them.

Dawn Miller: Yeah.

Michele L Brennan: with my

NYSPHSAA: minus 2 now

RONALD J WHEELOCK: I just found some space in the school that's available for rent.

Dawn Miller: I was gonna say I think we might have some some land for sale. Any any public to 
be heard yet run?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, I do have from James Loy here. Is there a breakdown of why 
the increase in school tax? I think you know and I'll start out with this and certainly Charlie can 
can chime in but the the proposed. Every year we've and I'll say this in recent history. We look 
at we build our budget and we look at a a budget Gap. Before we come out with a finalized 
budget. And it's it's range. I would say over the last seven eight years anywhere from 300,000 
dollars to last year almost three quarters of a million dollars 750,000 dollars and we get so much 
money from the state. And how they how they release money to schools and we were roughly, 
you know, 60 to 62% dependent on the state and for state aid the other 35% or so comes from 
taxes and then a couple of percent from other revenues. So with the tax cap, we've been pretty 
much limited on how much we grow our tax base here in sepoy Valley and then that's varied 
over the years and we have stayed since this tax cap came out. I think it believe it was in 2012. 
We've stayed within our 2% tax levy limit. Now that doesn't mean that the taxes have been 2% 
every year sometimes at 2% has meant almost 4% or 3% or less than 2% this year. That 



number is 0.32% So our ability to kind of grow our own tax base here through the tax levy to the 
support to schools funding of our programs has been kind of I guess tempered by this this 
initiation of the tax cap, and we have not exceeded it. However, when you're not growing at a 
rate to support what we have here for our programs, then we have to certainly look at sources of 
revenue of We can do that. So every year we do our budget we look at where can we get some 
extra revenue? And then also where can we reduce some of our expenditures? And that's the 
process we're going through right now and we do every year. Is that roughly? 585,000 dollar 
Gap we're looking at this year. How can we pair that down with some reduction in expenditures? 
But also, how can we look at that with with respect to revenue? We don't know what the final 
state budget is going to be. So hopefully there's some help there, but I'm not really counting on 
a lot from that because the states also in difficult Peril. So the other Avenue to try to get some of 
those funds to support our school is through the local share of the taxes, hence. We may need 
to pierce the tax cap and go out somewhere between the 0.32% and seven and a half percent. I 
don't know if that answered your question James but Charlie if you have anything more to add 
or anybody else.

Charles Cowen: And I think that's good. Right? I don't like coming. I'll make is there a 
breakdown, you know, if you were able if you would go to our website and take a look at the 
presentation. It kind of shows the increases by line item. So I'm just looking at page three right 
now. The employee benefits projected to go up 200 200,000 dollars now is Don had asked the 
question earlier 1% is about 80,000 dollars. So The increased our employee benefits for next 
year would be two and a half percent two and a half percent, you know, eighty thousand eighty 
thousand and another forty thousand is a two and a half percent increase to our tax lien you can 
go through each line item and say what's gone up on the expenditure side what's gone down on 
the revenue side and then the final number is really what do we need to change our taxes by to 
make that to even everything out. So looking at the expenditure side employed benefits is the 
single largest item looking at the revenue side. The one decline as we talked about the 300,000 
dollars that we won't be able to use from the the Employee Retirement System Reserve. So 
300,000 at 80,000 dollars a percent is almost 4% there. So two percent two and a half percent 
and employee benefits 3.7% In the change from the reserves that's 5.7 of the seven point five 
eight percent.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay. Thank you Charlie. And I think just a follow-up to James is 
understandable. But unless I'm mistaken you said seven to ten percent which seems a bit 
drastic due to the current situation shouldn't there be a surplus due to cuts and programs Etc 
right now as we stated the if we were to roll out with the budget right now, it would take a 7.58% 
tax levy increase to to get there. And again that's certainly his drastic from a 1.63% of last year, 
but they're you know, while they we have had some savings with some cuts and programs 
certainly with Athletics which you know, we've had you know

Cathy Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: approximately with with the winter sports that we have not run and 
with the football and cheerleading that did not run in the fall. We're in the neighborhood of a 
hundred thousand dollars Savings in that that's with the officials rates with salaries for their 
coaching stipends and In kind of you know factoring in transportation costs for the away events. 
However, and I don't have an exact figure on this yet. We have spent money that was not 
otherwise budgeted for for a personal protective equipment for protective shields in our schools 
for sanitation, or you know sanitary supplies, you know, and other things that are related to 
covid that certainly would be absorbed by a good portion of that absorbs, you know by the 
savings that we've had thus far. so You know that in that respect. You know some of that I like I 



said, I can't put my finger on it whether that's an equal thing. But but also keep in mind that the 
budget that we adopted this year did have us needing to still make up a hundred and fifteen 
thousand dollars a coupled with a hundred and eighty thousand dollars that was withheld from 
us as revenue from the end of last school year. So all those factors kind of mitigating together 
while we've had some savings at this point. It certainly doesn't mitigate. How what we need 
going forward. All right other questions they have in here Mike. Jubin. Why would we not 
perform tests and determine that we are below the region positivity rates. So the kids we could 
allow kids to return to hybrid not performing tests is not proactive. We're just sitting and waiting 
to see what comes next just to speak to that. We we could perform tests. We're not required to 
but just if we perform tests and we even if we score below the positivity rate in the region 
doesn't automatically mean that we've opened back up. That's certainly not and I know as I 
speak for other districts who have had to test or will be required to test there's there's fix that are 
in the yellow zone some have started some testing on staff and some on students and they've 
fared well, but they're still not reopened, you know, so there's there's many other mitigating 
factors that go into just reopening and I absolutely get it. I'm frustrated. I know kids may get their 
heart set on coming back. To in person only to have a prolonged again. That's not an easy 
decision. It's not one that certainly I'm proud to have to make but I'm trying to keep everything I 
guess the best I can in perspective in number one is you know, and it may be precautionary but 
looking out for everybody's safety and with you know, we're monitoring our staffing levels. As I 
said earlier this week. We would have been right on the cost of being able to do it a couple more 
teachers call in call in sick or staff not related to covid or other leaves or things. We just have a 
shortage of people being able to substitute and even some of our substitutes are concerned 
about coming back with the positivity rate so high in the area until they could possibly get 
vaccinated. So again a lot of you know, simply testing and say hey, we're below the region 
doesn't necessarily mean that You know, we're out of the woods or certainly that we can go 
forward. I absolutely understand where you're coming from Mr. Jubin. And you know, again, we 
could go through that exercise just to get an idea of where we are. But in working with 
Department of Health, as long as their data is is current as possible. You know, we are made 
aware of who's who's been positive that's impacts our school both on the Staffing and the 
student levels and I'm hopeful of those rates stay is to where they are we can get back here. 
And and not have to prolong this any longer than we have to so certainly understand your point 
where you're coming from but those are you know, that's that's just one fact that had taken to 
account that if we're below the area positivity rate and based on what other schools have done. 
I'd venture to say Sequoia may not be any different and that we would we would fair fair okay 
with that, but that's just one one factor that goes into that decision as well. um Okay, Mike also 
asked can we locally as a group decide? What is an acceptable way to allow kids to play sports 
among themselves. I believe that a parent input method to allow play and safe could be 
reached. We are hopeful Upon Our return. I know Mr. Jones is is met with you know, staff and 
coaches in our Administration regarding running intramurals and we'd like to do something and 
then probably revolve more around the the winter sports that haven't had there their activities 
right now have been have been canceled. So to allow them to do something, you know in in 
their winter sport realm is what we're looking at when we return to in-person and instruction. So 
they'll be more to come certainly on that end. If you have any suggestions feel free to to share 
them with myself and certainly Mr. Jones they can take into consideration, but You know we can 
certainly act in that. I know we have Mr. Jones on the call. If you have anything further you want 
to add to that or if I've covered it, you know, I'll leave defer to you.

DOUGLAS E JONES: No, I just want to be cautious. We have a plan for February 1st. Now. We 
were hoping for the end of January when we get back to school. We're hoping to have 
intramural set up for basketball volleyball. Just hopeful that's all.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah. So please if you have you know, feel free to reach out with any 
thoughts or ideas to Mr. Jones or myself. I can simply pass them on to him in his group that's 
working on this. All right. Okay. I think the last thing from Mr. Loy shouldn't that have been 
covered under the cares Act? Okay, I think he's referring to if I'm correct Mr. Lawyer referring to 
Things that I talked about some unexpected costs that we had as far as you know, being able to 
reopen our schools to you know, whether it's cleaning supplies. He and sanitizers PPE the lights 
like that. No the cares, you know didn't have set aside to reimburse school districts for that. We 
did apply FEMA. We thought that might be an Avenue that was at least shared with us to apply 
for however, there's only certain costs that would be covered under FEMA and at this point, I 
don't believe FEMA has been able to provide any Reimbursement of some of the supplies that 
we have have bought under that the cares act that this point, you know, the state is using that 
money basically to continue to fend off the 20% cuts that they've have have put out on the table 
that was going to have to happen to school districts at this point. They have not taken that they 
haven't had those cuts those 20% Cuts we've been getting our state aid. It's a part of that cares 
act money has supported that that continuation. However, we still have as we discussed earlier 
in a budget Workshop perhaps you know that 20% has not necessarily gone away. And 
however, we may be looking at a 5% reduction near the end of the school year if things don't 
necessarily change, so there still is a bit of a threat of some money this year being withheld from 
us. But as I said last year, we had a hundred and eighty thousand dollars withheld from us and 
one of our last Payments for the 2019-20 school year.

Cathy Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, I think that's it. Hold on like

Dawn Miller: well

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Okay, Mike. Juban the hundred and fifteen thousand dollar gap for 
this year. Are we moving that cost into the 2022 budget discussion or are we likely to get it with 
the Biden Administration? Basically that hundred and fifteen and Mr. Cowan can chime in here 
as well. But that hundred and fifteen thousand dollar Gap that we absorbed in this budget going 
forward for this year. We hope to mitigate it that by not fully obviously not fully expending our 
budget hopefully to that tuner certainly more than that tune. But you know, we went on with the 
assumption that a we may have to cut some programs, especially if there are Cuts in our 
education funding through state aid and also part of the caveat was that we would get money 
from the federal government, which all that money has gone for is to Stave off the 20% cuts. It 
hasn't been any additional funds to Sequoia Valley. So we're still out there on that. Team 
thousand dollar kind of gamble as we went forward to absorb into our budget and you know, we 
hope we won't have to mitigate that when it comes to the end of the year but Mr. Cowan if you 
have anything further to add on that.

Charles Cowen: Now I think you've covered it around it's you know similar to saying we're going 
to use a million dollars upon balance a hundred thousand was just another item. That was kind 
of. There that okay. These are additional items that we're not going to take out of the budget or 
the board was unwilling to we we didn't want to but that really comes into you can't segregate 
that from all the rest of it. It's really here's the million dollar. Unbalanced budget if you will for this 
year, you're going to use a million dollars out of the bank and that 115,000 is part of that.

Cathy Nicotera: you

RONALD J WHEELOCK: contact s and hold again to see if there's any further questions in the 



chat. Okay, I think that's it. Again. If you do have questions, feel free to reach out to us. We'll do 
our best to get you a reply. We thank you for your participation and certainly your questions and 
that's it for public to be heard.

Dawn Miller: Okay, do we have an executive session for this evening run?

RONALD J WHEELOCK: We do not.

Dawn Miller: Okay. All right, then that'll conclude our board meeting. I'll just need then a motion 
to adjourn at 7:38.

Michele L Brennan: some of

Dawn Miller: Was that Shelly? Okay, I'll need a second, please.

Michele L Brennan: Yes.

Christine Weber Mangini: Now checking it.

Dawn Miller: Christine okay all those in favor I

Christine Weber Mangini: right

Dawn Miller: any opposed Okay, then.

Cathy Nicotera: I Mrs Miller

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Yeah.

Dawn Miller: All right. Yes.

Cathy Nicotera: I dislike to add one comment, please.

Dawn Miller: Sure, go right ahead, Tony.

Cathy Nicotera: I'd like to thank Mr. Wheelock for his leadership their newest most difficult times 
that we've gone through. I think he's done a marvelous job and he's been a wealth of 
information for us and I just want to acknowledge Him.

Dawn Miller: I agree, Tony.

Michele L Brennan: Yeah. Thank you.

Dawn Miller: Yeah, thank you.

RONALD J WHEELOCK: Thank you.

Dawn Miller: All right. Well, then good night everyone. Thank you very much.

Michele L Brennan: Stay well.



RONALD J WHEELOCK: Thank you.

Dawn Miller: Everyone. Thank you.

MARK R PUTNAM: You know.

Dawn Miller: Good night.


